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Mr. Steve Fong
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Project Update

- **Current Status on CMRR**
  - Nuclear Facility
    - Issued 34 of 62 NF Design Scope Books
    - Finalized model for 29 of 34 areas
    - Mobilized for Site Stabilization/Site Closure
Questions on CMRR Status

- What will be done with the remaining funds?
  - Project identified unused funding for return to Washington DC
  - Reprogramming with NNSA HQ/Congress is next step
- Project Staff Trailers removed
- What will be done with the NF Site?
  - Site will be stabilized with base-course material, equipment removed and fencing closed
- Project is closing and NNSA HQ will be responsible for any re-start actions
  - Design closed-out in October
  - Site stabilized & turned over in October
  - RLUOB stack monitoring for radiation emissions planned for November 2012
  - Project staff fully disbanded in December